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SUMMARY
How does the human brain manage multiple bits of information to guide goal-directed behavior? Successful
working memory (WM) functioning has consistently been linked to oscillatory power in the theta frequency
band (4–8 Hz) over fronto-medial cortex (fronto-medial theta [FMT]). Specifically, FMT is thought to reflect
the mechanism of an executive sub-system that coordinates maintenance of memory contents in posterior
regions. However, direct evidence for the role of FMT in controlling specific WM content is lacking. Here, we
collected high-density electroencephalography (EEG) data while participants engaged in WM-dependent
tasks and then used multivariate decoding methods to examine WM content during the maintenance period.
Engagement of WMwas accompanied by a focal increase in FMT. Importantly, decoding of WM content was
driven by posterior sites, which, in turn, showed increased functional theta coupling with fronto-medial chan-
nels. Finally, we observed a significant slowing of FMT frequency with increasing WM load, consistent with
the hypothesized broadening of a theta ‘‘duty cycle’’ to accommodate additional WM items. Together, these
findings demonstrate that frontal theta orchestrates posterior maintenance of WM content. Moreover, the
observed frequency slowing elucidates the function of FMT oscillations by specifically supporting phase-
coding accounts of WM.
INTRODUCTION

Working memory (WM) is the ability to retain and manipulate in-

formation over short delays.7 It is thought to rely on at least two

functionally distinct sub-systems.8 The first is an executive sys-

tem, which directs cognitive resources and oversees the prioriti-

zation and readout of representations. This system interacts with

the representational system, which directly holds task-relevant

informational content. These two systems rely on disparate brain

regions, in particular frontal and parietal areas.9–12 Importantly,

WM requires functional interactions between these systems. A

prime mechanism to facilitate inter-regional communication in

service of WM is oscillatory activity in the theta range (4–

8 Hz).13,14

Specifically, according to an influential computational frame-

work,15–17 theta oscillations provide gated processing windows

inwhichneural representationsof target information (‘‘WMitems’’)

become active. Consistent with this model, non-human primate

workhasdemonstrated thatneuronscoding for item-related infor-

mation preferentially fire during particular theta phases.18 Simi-

larly, a recent study using intracranial recordings in humans has

shown nesting of stimulus-related gammaactivity (>30Hz) in spe-

cific theta phases.19 Theta oscillations may thus constitute the

mechanism governing goal-directed interactions between frontal

executive and parietal representational sub-systems.20
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WM tasks consistently induce theta power increases at

fronto-medial sites (fronto-medial theta, FMT).21–23 FMT is

generally considered to originate locally in the medial prefron-

tal and anterior cingulate cortices,24 based on source-

modeling.25–27 FMT has been linked to behavioral WM perfor-

mance,28,29 as well as to individual WM capacity.30 Consistent

with this role for FMT, transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS)

in the theta range improved WM performance.31 Importantly,

non-invasive electrophysiological studies have detected

fronto-parietal coupling via theta oscillations during WM

tasks.32–34 Additionally, experimental induction of fronto-parie-

tal theta coupling via transcranial alternating current stimulation

(tACS) increased WM performance.35,36 Finally, electroenceph-

alography (EEG) latency analyses between frontal and parietal

regions suggest that the frontal cortex is the driver of these in-

ter-regional interactions.37

These findings suggest the intriguing scenario that WM con-

tent, represented and maintained in posterior/parietal cortex, is

orchestrated by frontal control mechanisms via theta oscilla-

tions. However, at present it is unclear (1) whether parietal cortex

represents individual items held inWM and (2) whether those pa-

rietal WMmemoranda are, in turn, coordinated by FMT. Finally, it

is unclear how theta rhythms orchestrate the storage of multiple

items, e.g., maintaining two instead of one item in WM. On the

one hand, this additional demand may be accommodated by
ay 23, 2022 ª 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. 2121
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Figure 1. Experimental paradigm and

behavioral results

Trial design (left) and distributions of behavioral

accuracy (right) in three WM tasks performed

during acquisition of EEG: a delayed-match-to-

sample (DMS) task (top), a 1-back task (middle),

and a 2-back task (bottom). Solid black lines indi-

cate the mean behavioral accuracy and dashed

black lines indicate the standard error of the

mean across participants.
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an increase in theta amplitude/power, reflecting the participation

of larger neuronal assemblies.38 Conversely, the theta-gamma

framework referred to above emphasizes a role of oscillatory

phase, which allows for separation of individual chunks of infor-

mation.15 Accordingly, increasing load by requiring maintenance

of an additional stimulus might induce slowing of an individual’s

theta frequency—the slower the frequency, the more item-

coding assemblies can fire within a given cycle.

To answer these questions, we designed a paradigm in which

we systematically varied WM demand and decoded the cate-

gory of a maintained visual stimulus while recording high-density

EEG. We first show that frontal theta power increased with

increased WM engagement. Second, individual items held in

WM were decodable from the EEG signal of posterior channels.

Intriguingly, the same channels that enabled decoding showed
2122 Current Biology 32, 2121–2129, May 23, 2022
significant coherence in the theta band

with the frontal channels identified previ-

ously. Finally, we found that theta fre-

quencies slow with an additional to-be-

remembered item in WM, consistent

with phase-coding accounts of WM

maintenance. Together, these results

elucidate the role of theta rhythms for

linking frontal control mechanisms with

posterior content representations during

WM maintenance.

RESULTS

Oscillatory mechanisms of WM
maintenance
Our first goal was to confirm the role of

FMT in WM maintenance. We therefore

employed a 1-back task, requiring partic-

ipants to encode,maintain, compare, and

drop items in a continuous stream of

stimuli. As a control condition, we used

a delayed match-to-sample (DMS) task,

which is similar in its general structure

but crucially different in the level of

involvement of the WM executive (Fig-

ure 1). Although both tasks require WM

engagement, finer control over the same

number of items is necessary in the

1-back task, where items must be selec-

tively dropped/maintained to ensure valid

comparison of the relevant stimuli. Previ-
ous work has compared a 1-back task with a variant of the DMS

task (the Sternberg task) and demonstrated an increase in FMT

power,39 likely due to this greater requirement for precise control

of WM representations and the need to maintain the temporal

order of items to which FMT activity is responsive.40

Analysis of behavioral accuracy confirmed increased task dif-

ficulty for the 1-back task compared with the DMS task, despite

high performance in both tasks (Figure 1; 1-back: 94%mean ac-

curacy; SD = 6.59%; DMS: 96% mean accuracy; SD = 3.97%,

paired-samples t test, t(27) =�2.40; p = 0.024, Cohen’s d = 0.45).

To examine oscillatory activity, spectral power was calculated

in the delay period of both the 1-back and the DMS tasks, aver-

aging power values across the full 2.5 s delay period. A permu-

tation-based cluster-corrected paired-samples t test was

then conducted on these channel-frequency spectra. Results
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Figure 2. WM-induced fronto-medial theta (FMT) power

(A and B) Cluster-corrected comparison of oscillatory power in the delay period of the 1-back task relative to the same period in the DMS task revealed a sig-

nificant increase in theta power (A) (4–8 Hz; summed across significant channels) at fronto-medial channels (B) (summed across significant frequencies from 4 to

8 Hz—note the same topography of significant channels emerged when summing across the full 4–9 Hz range). Theta power relative to the inter-block baseline

period of the 1-back task and in the DMS delay period is shown in Figure S1.
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revealed a significant cluster in which theta power was greater in

the 1-back task as compared with the DMS task. This cluster

was centered primarily around 5.5–7 Hz but spanned the entire

theta frequency band (4–8 Hz; Figure 2A). Collapsing across

the 4–8 Hz frequency range illustrates that this effect is driven

by fronto-medial channels (Figure 2B), consistent with previous

work identifying fronto-medial sources of WM-related theta

oscillations.41,42 To determine directly the effect size of this in-

crease, power values were first averaged across the 4–8 Hz

range, across the full time period and over significant channels

(identified by the cluster-based permutation effect). This recapit-

ulated the result of the cluster test (t(27) = 3.44, p = 0.002) and

showed that this effect was in the moderate to large range (Co-

hen’s d = 0.65).43 Previous work has linked increased WM

engagement (as reflected in reduced behavioral accuracy) to

increased FMT power28 in which individuals showing a greater

load-induced accuracy difference showed greater FMT power.

The authors reported that this correlation was stronger when

including both correct and incorrect trials but that it was not

dependent on error trial inclusion. Although the same trend

was evident in the present data, this correlation was only

significant when analyzing all trials (r(27) = �0.40, p = 0.04).

When analyzing only correct trials, this correlation went in the

same direction but was not statistically significant (r(27) =

�0.25, p = 0.20).

To ensure that the FMT effect we observed does not hinge on

the comparison with the DMS task, we contrasted the mainte-

nance period of the 1-back task to a neutral baseline condition.

Although a pre-stimulus baseline period was not possible in the

1-back task (in which information must be held between trials), a

10 second inter-block baseline period was acquired before and

after each block of the n-back task (STAR Methods). When po-

wer in the delay period was compared with this inter-block base-

line, a FMT cluster again emerged over frontal channels

(Figures S1A and S1B), similar in topography to comparing the
1-back task with the DMS task (albeit less well circumscribed).

Averaging power across the full delay period and the pre-stim-

ulus baseline period of the DMS task, a cluster-corrected t test

revealed no significant clusters in the theta range (4–8 Hz). Un-

thresholded comparisons showed no evidence of a significant

increase at fronto-medial sites (Figure S1C).

Decoding stimulus category during WM maintenance
We next addressed the question of when and where WM con-

tent is maintained during the delay period. To this end, multi-

variate pattern classification was applied to the delay period

of object and scene trials of the 1-back task. Specifically, the

ability to decode stimulus content was assessed via linear

discriminant analysis (LDA) in a k-fold cross-validation regimen

using—at each time point—the raw EEG signal across channels

as features (see STAR Methods section for additional details).

Classifier accuracy was compared with chance (50%) and cor-

rected across time by cluster-based permutation. As shown in

Figure 3A, this comparison revealed an extended interval of

significant above-chance decoding during the delay period,

i.e., when no stimulus was visually present. This time window

in the delay period (860–1,275 ms) was then selected as our

temporal region of interest for subsequent delay period decod-

ing analyses. Importantly, however, results using this time

period remained the same if decoding accuracies were instead

averaged or cluster-corrected across the entire delay period

duration (Table S1). Classification was also conducted on the

stimulus and response periods, both of which showed periods

of accurate decoding across time (Figure S2Aii). Although

baseline-correcting each epoch (stimulus/response/delay) indi-

vidually (with subtracting each epoch’s preceding 200 ms) was

used to prevent any spill-over across epochs, classification

was also performed with baseline-correcting data only once us-

ing the pre-stimulus period (i.e., the 200 ms preceding stimulus

onset). This approach largely replicated the decoding findings
Current Biology 32, 2121–2129, May 23, 2022 2123
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Figure 3. Multivariate decoding of WM representations during the 1-back task

(A) Decoding (mean ± SEMacross participants) of object versus scene stimuli across time showed significant above-chance (50%) accuracy in the delay period of

the 1-back task (860–1,275 ms into the delay period). The depicted delay period reflects the minimum duration, omitting the variable jitter. The solid red line in-

dicates cluster-corrected significance (p < 0.05).

(B) Spatial searchlight decoding during the significant delay period, revealing maximum performance at central-posterior channels (corrected t test versus

chance). The gray outline indicates the maximum extent of the searchlight cluster (i.e., including searchlight center and its neighbors; see STARMethods section

for neighbor definition). The full temporal generalization matrix of time-by-time classification and the unthresholded topography is shown in Figure S2.
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as before, showing that decoding accuracy was especially pro-

nounced during the stimulus and delay periods of the 1-back

task (Figures S2Bi–S2Biii). To further ensure that decodability

reflected the goal-directed WM representation of a previously

experienced stimulus, we examined the performance of a clas-

sifier trained on the stimulus period of the task and tested on

the delay period. Above-chance decoding in this case indicates

temporal generalization and therefore reactivation of the stim-

ulus-related pattern. Classifier accuracy was indeed signifi-

cantly greater than chance (t(27) = 4.85, p < 0.001, Cohen’s

d = 0.92) (Figure S2Aiii).

Previous findings suggest that visual WM content is main-

tained by posterior sensory rather than frontal executive re-

gions.44 We thus repeated the classification analysis with a

searchlight approach, specifically during the delay period where

no visual information was on-screen. Classification performance

was assessed for each channel, including its immediate neigh-

bors (mean number of neighbors = 5.7) and focusing on the

period that showed maximal decoding across time when

including all channels (860–1,275 ms into the delay period; Fig-

ure 3A). This approach revealed that stimulus decoding during

the delay period was driven largely by central-posterior channels

(Figure 3B). Visual inspection of uncorrected significance across

the scalp corroborated low accuracy of searchlight decoding

using frontal channels (Figure S2C).

Together, these results suggest that stimulus content main-

tained in WM can be decoded successfully during the delay

period of a 1-back task. The central-posterior topography of

maximal decodability (despite WM-load-related theta changes

over fronto-medial channels; Figure 2B) is consistent with the

findings from fMRI45 and with the notion of frontal theta as an ex-

ecutive control system that does not directly maintain WM

content.20
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Posterior channels are functionally coupled with frontal
theta
We next probed whether regions involved in the maintenance of

WM content (Figure 3) are coupled to frontal theta rhythms (Fig-

ure 2). If theta activity does indeed serve as the mediator be-

tween frontal executive and posterior representational regions,

one would expect increased coherence between these two re-

gions as a result of increased WM engagement. Consequently,

we calculated coherence values between channel Fz (represent-

ing the center of the frontal theta cluster previously identified,

Figure 2B) and every other channel during the portion of the

delay period when content could be significantly decoded (i.e.,

860–1,275 ms; Figure 4). Comparison of coherence maps for

1-back versus DMS tasks revealed a significant central-posterior

cluster of increased coherence. Of note, and as illustrated in the

inset of Figure 4, the resulting cluster overlapped markedly with

the results from our searchlight-decoding approach (Figure 3B),

suggesting that at least some of the same regions that maintain

WM content are coupled to the frontal theta rhythm. Examining

the frequency profile of this cluster, it showed maximal coher-

ence at �7 Hz (results not shown), which matches the peak fre-

quency of the frontal power effect (Figure 2B). A similar cluster

(both in frequency and topography) was also present when

coherence values were averaged across the full delay period.

To corroborate the regional overlap between (1) coherence

with FMT and (2) stimulus category decoding, we first repeated

the classification analysis but used only those channels that

showed significant coherence in the theta band with frontal re-

gions. Indeed, this approach yielded significant above-chance

decoding (t(27) = 2.70, p = 0.01, Cohen’s d = 0.51). Second, we

divided the cluster of significant coherence with FMT into (1)

channels that also show significant stimulus category decoding

(including any channel that was a member of a significant



Figure 4. Coupling between posterior ‘‘content’’ channels and fron-

tal theta activity

Taking Fz as the seed channel and comparing 1-back versus DMS task during

the time in the delay period when WM content could be significantly decoded

(860–1,275 ms) revealed a significant increase in coherence with central-pos-

terior channels in the theta band (4–8 Hz). Main—significant channels,

summed across significant frequencies. Inset—overlap with channels contrib-

uting to WM content decoding (cf. Figure 3B).
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searchlight cluster, as in Figure 3B and the inset of Figure 4) and

(2) channels that do not show significant stimulus category de-

coding. Direct comparison of peak coherence strength with fron-

tal regions (7 Hz) revealed significantly greater coherence for

those channels in which we observed significant stimulus cate-

gory decoding (t(27) = 2.51, p = 0.018, Cohen’s d = 0.47).

Together, these analyses suggest that functional coupling with

frontal regions is particularly enhanced in those posterior regions

that represent the maintained stimulus category.
Increasing WM load slows down theta
Given the central role of FMT in coordinating WM, how does an

increase in WM load impact theta oscillations? One effect of

increasedWM loadmight be an increase in FMT power, perhaps

reflecting a greater number and/or level of synchronization of

participating neurons.38,46 Indeed, such power increases have

been reported before (e.g., Meltzer et al.25 and Jensen and

Tesche47). Another result of increasedWM loadmight be a slow-

ing of the theta rhythm. For instance, the Jensen and Lisman

model15,17 holds that the ongoing theta cycle governs the serial

reactivation item-coding cell assemblies. Thus, the duration of a

given theta cycle is the limiting factor in how many items can be

successfully maintained. A slowing in frequency would therefore

facilitate the maintenance additional items within the same theta

cycle. In our study, we tested the effect of increasedWM load on

FMT by comparing the 1-back task with a 2-back variant

(Figure 1).

Behaviorally, participants continued to show high accuracy

in the 2-back task, although, as with the 1-back task, accuracy

was significantly lower in the 2-back relative to the DMS task

(t(27) = 3.36, p = 0.002, Cohen’s d = 0.63). Although there was
no significant difference in the accuracy between the 2-back

and the 1-back tasks (t(27) = 0.816, p = 0.42, Cohen’s d = 0.15),

the increase in WM load did induce a significant slowing of reac-

tion times (RTs) (paired-samples t test of 2-back versus 1-back;

t(27) = 3.85, p < 0.001, Cohen’s d = 0.73).

We first examined the effects of load (1-back versus 2-back)

and frequency (between 4 and 8 Hz in 0.5 Hz increments) on po-

wer within the theta band over the frontal-medial cluster. Despite

previous reports of theta power scaling with WM load,25,47 we

did not find strong evidence for a theta power increase from

the 1-back to the 2-back task in the present data. Examining

FMT power (averaged across the delay period) via a repeated-

measures ANOVA revealed no significant main effect of load

(F(1,27) = 3.26, p = 0.082, h2 = 0.12). Unsurprisingly, given the

1/f component present in EEG data,48 there was a main effect

of frequency (F(8,27) = 7.56, p < 0.001, h2 = 0.28). Importantly,

however, there was also a significant interaction between fre-

quency and load (F(8,216) = 9.81, p < 0.001, h2 = 0.36). Follow-

up paired t tests demonstrated that this was driven by a relative

power increase in the 2-back condition in the lower theta range

(at the lower end of the theta range at frequencies between 4

and 5.5 Hz (4 Hz, t(27) = 3.29, pHolm = 0.024, Cohen’s d = 0.62;

4.5 Hz, t(27) = 3.53, pHolm = 0.018, Cohen’s d = 0.67; 5 Hz,

t(27) = 3.07, pHolm = 0.035, Cohen’s d = 0.58), with this difference

diminished at higher frequencies (5.5 Hz, t(27) = 2.72, pHolm =

0.066, Cohen’s d = 0.51; 6 Hz, t(27) = 2.41, pHolm = 0.12, Cohen’s

d = 0.46; 6.5 Hz, t(27) = 1.82, p = 0.32, Cohen’s d = 0.34; 7 Hz,

t(27) = 0.63, pHolm = 1.06, Cohen’s d = 0.12; 7.5 Hz, t(27) =

�0.54, pHolm = 0.60, Cohen’s d = 0.10; 8 Hz, t(27) =�1.17, pHolm =

0.76, Cohen’s d = 0.22)).

To confirm that this change in frequency was indeed a slowing

(and thus broadening) of theta oscillations, we defined, for each

participant and n-back condition, the peak theta frequency

(4–8 Hz) during the delay period. For every trial and for every

participant, the frequency at which the most prominent peak in

the spectrum occurred was taken. These peak values were aver-

aged by the condition resulting in an average theta peak for each

condition for each participant. Consistent with the Jensen and

Lisman model, a paired t test revealed a small but highly consis-

tent decrease in peak frequency between the 1-back and 2-back

tasks (means: 5.85 Hz versus 5.77 Hz; t(27) = 5.02, p < 0.001, Co-

hen’s d = 0.95; Figure 5). This peak detection approach should

be largely insensitive to the 1/f component of EEG signals, but

to ensure that this was the case, and given the possible func-

tional significance of a change in this exponent,48 the same

method was applied to data to which the irregular resampling

auto-spectral analysis (IRASA) algorithm had been applied.49

The significant slowing effect persisted (means: 6.05 Hz versus

5.99 Hz; t(27) = 2.84, p = 0.008, Cohen’s d = 0.54). Finally, to

rule out the possibility that this finding had occurred due to any

volatility in calculating power on the single-trial level, the individ-

ual trial spectra were smoothed by sliding average (variable win-

dow; 0.20–1.00 Hz). Again, significant slowing for 2-back versus

1-back was observed for all smoothing ranges (t values R 4.24,

p values < 0.001, Cohen’s d values R 0.80).

If FMT (and its synchrony with posterior regions that maintain

content) is indeed a principal mechanism of WM function, fron-

tal-posterior coherence in the theta band should not only be

evident in the 2-back task but also showa commensurate slowing
Current Biology 32, 2121–2129, May 23, 2022 2125
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Figure 5. Theta frequency slows to accommodate an additional WM

item

(A) Raw mean (± SEM) power values in the theta band (4–8 Hz) across par-

ticipants, averaged across the delay periods of the 1-back task (blue) and the

2-back task (red). Note the relative shift toward lower frequencies for the

2-back task.

(B) Theta peak frequencies for 1-back and 2-back delay periods shown for

each participant. Asterisk indicates statistical significance at a = 0.05.
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in frequency. Comparison of the 2-back task with the DMS

task indeed revealed a significant central-posterior cluster of

increased coherence (Figure S4A [inset]), similar to that observed

when comparing the 1-back task with the DMS task. Importantly,

subtracting coherence values in the 1-back task from the 2-back

task revealed a relative increase during 2-back maintenance at

the lower end of the theta band (Figure S4B), peaking at 5 Hz

(t(27) = 2.36, p = 0.026, Cohen’s d = 0.45).
DISCUSSION

Our study elucidates the dynamic interplay between the two key

components of WM, i.e., an executive control mechanism and

the representation of stimulus content. Using a paradigm that

manipulated WM demand (Figure 1), we found a power increase

in FMT during 1-back tasks relative to a DMS task (Figure 2).

Multivariate pattern analysis showed that WM content, i.e.,

whether an individual maintained an object or a scene image,

could be decoded successfully during the delay period of the

1-back task from central-posterior channels (rather than from

those channels showing the theta power effects; Figure 3).

Importantly, channels that contributed to decoding also showed

increased coherence (in the delay period of the 1-back task

versus the DMS task) in the theta frequency band with frontal

sites sensitive to WM load. Lastly, comparing the 2-back task

with the 1-back task, we found that maintaining an additional

item inWM leads to slowing of the FMT rhythm (Figure 5), consis-

tent with computational accounts suggesting a broadening of

the theta cycle to accommodate multiple WM items.

The finding that WM-induced FMT also governed functional

coupling with posterior channels that are most informative to de-

coding strongly points to a role of FMT in coordinating posterior

WM maintenance. This observation unifies a series of recent
2126 Current Biology 32, 2121–2129, May 23, 2022
findings and highlights the importance of theta oscillations as

the interlocutor between regional WM sub-systems. Although

WM content has been shown to be preferentially decoded

from posterior regions, there has been a paucity of evidence to

directly associate a measure of WM content with theta activity

from frontal regions. That is, there is considerable evidence of

FMT as an executive control system in WM21,31 and of posterior

localization of WMcontent.45,50 However, there is little extant ev-

idence directly connectingWMcontent with frontal theta activity.

Previous work has largely focused on how frontal theta interacts

either with activity in other frequency bands, e.g., gamma activ-

ity51 or with neuronal spiking,18,52 neither of which provide a

direct readout of high-level WM content. A recent study, which

did measure WM content, observed modulation of decoding

from posterior regions according to a theta/alpha rhythm53 but

did not link this pattern to frontal activity.

The topographical dissociation of frontal control mechanisms

(Figure 2B) versus posterior content maintenance (Figure 3B)

dovetails with WM models proposing a domain-general role for

prefrontal cortex in executive control.20 According to the sensory

recruitment model, the direct maintenance of content is then

accomplished by posterior regions,54 specifically those that

are involved in the processing of the stimulus in a non-WM

context. It deserves mention though that other studies have re-

ported content-related WM activity in frontal regions (e.g., Riley

andConstantinidis 55,Meyer et al.56, and Lee andBaker57). How-

ever, decoding from frontal regions has been proposed to reflect

a transformed representation, perhaps representing goal states

or action plans rather than stimulus content per se.58,59 In the

present study, the motor response (‘‘match’’/‘‘non-match’’)

was orthogonal to the stimulus category (‘‘object’’/‘‘scene’’) on

which the classifier was trained.

To what extent do our decoding results reflect actual WM con-

tent? Although the behavioral task prescribed maintenance of a

specific item representation, we use here the superordinate cate-

gory (i.e., object versus scene) in our classification regimen. The

rationale for this approach is that, although participants most

likely indeedmaintain individual exemplars (as the labels ‘‘object’’

and ‘‘scene’’ would be insufficient to solve the task), multivariate

decoding greatly benefits from higher within-category than be-

tween-category similarity of exemplars (i.e., objects being more

similar to other objects than to scenes and vice versa).60 The

same approach has been used in long-term memory research,

where greater decodability of superordinate stimulus categories

is harnessed as a proxy for recall of individual items.61,62 Likewise,

we cannot ascertain which particular features drive decodability

of objects versus scenes (lower-level perceptual versus higher-

level conceptual). Importantly though, using temporal generaliza-

tion, we show that the same features that allow discrimination of

objects versus scenes during stimulus encoding are reinstated

during the maintenance period (Figure S2), tethering decoded

WM content to preceding stimulus perception.

In any case, could decodability ofWMcontent during the delay

period reflect a spill-over from the preceding stimulus or

response interval? In a recent EEG study in which orientations

of a teardrop shape were decoded, there was an initial increase

in accuracy after stimulus offset followed by a sustained

decline.63 This pattern more closely resembles the response

period in our dataset (Figure S2) and is consistent with the finding
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that decodability rebounds after stimulus offset.64 However,

stimulus presentation and maintenance were separated by a

minimumof 750ms in our paradigm (Figure 1), andmaximumde-

codability was actually seen from 860 to 1,275 ms after delay

onset, mitigating the impacts of preceding stimulus or response

windows. Further precluding this explanation is that prior to clas-

sification, data were baseline corrected to the immediately pre-

ceding 200 ms (i.e., the final 200 ms of the response period

was subtracted from the delay period).

Assuming that a frontal executive does coordinateWMmainte-

nance via theta oscillations, how does this system respond to

increasing task demand?One possibility is scaling of theta power.

Theta power is frequently greater in conditions in which more

items must be stored in WM.21,65 Furthermore, parametric theta

power scaling with conditions of increasing load has previously

been observed,25,47 although not without exception. Payne and

Kounios32 systematically varied load by presenting 2, 4, or 6 let-

ters, observing an increase in fronto-parietal coherence but not

in theta power. Many of these studies employed Sternberg-like

paradigms, but studies more comparable with the current para-

digm also show some inconsistencies. Brookes et al.39 observed

robust theta power increases between 0-, 1-, and 2-back tasks,

whereas Missonnier et al.66 did not find a significant difference

between 1- and 2-back conditions. The extent to which the effect

of load is influenced by other differences between paradigms,

such as stimulus complexity, block length, or delay duration, is

important to address in futurework. In the present study, although

FMT power was greater in the 1-back relative to the DMS task,

this increase did not extend to the 2-back task.

An alternative way FMT might respond to WM load is a change

in frequency. Indeed, in place of scaling of FMT power, we pro-

vide here the first empirical evidence of slowing of the FMT rhythm

in response to increasingWM load. Importantly, load here refer to

the increase in the number of items needing to be remembered.

Thus, thismay reflect both the directmaintenance of an additional

item and the increased need for control of these representations.

The magnitude of slowing was moderate but highly consistent

across participants. According to the Jensen-Lisman model,15,17

slowing of the carrier theta frequency facilitates bursting of addi-

tional item-coding cell assemblies in each cycle while maintaining

phase separation among items. Although a specific slowing in

FMT has not previously been demonstrated, Axmacher et al.67

did observe, in intracranial hippocampal recordings during a

WM (Sternberg) task, a load-dependent reduction of the theta fre-

quency modulating power in the beta/low gamma band. Further

indirect evidence for load-dependent theta slowing comes from

a series of studies employing tACS. Modulating the speed of

endogenous theta by means of stimulating at a low (3 Hz) or

high (7 Hz) theta frequency was shown to improve or impede

WM function, respectively.68–70 The data here are in agreement

with the implication of these stimulation studies—although theta

power is critical for WM (as evidenced by the increase in the

1-back relative to the DMS task), the limiting factor in holding

multiple items may in fact be the frequency of ongoing theta

oscillations. The importance of theta frequency/phase is further

supported by recent evidence of phase coding in the human

medial temporal lobe. Stimulus-specific cell firing patterns show

theta phase precession, whereby stimuli-coding firing occurs at

earlier theta phases according to a stimulus position in a
sequence.71 Additionally, when multiple items were maintained

in WM, whether a stimulus was in memory or not could be deter-

mined by the theta phase to which the relevant cells’ firing

locked.72 Nevertheless, the exact functional roles of theta power

versus theta phase in WM maintenance should be more system-

atically explored in future work. In the present case, we observed

a change in theta power in response to increased executive WM

demand (1-back versus DMS task) and a change in frequency in

response to an additional to-be-remembered item (2-back versus

1-back). The use of additional load levels in the n-back task, for

example, would further clarify the limits of frequency slowing

and whether frequency slowing occurs in lieu of, or in addition

to, an increase in power.

To summarize, we show that frontal theta rhythms orchestrate

the maintenance of stimulus representations in posterior brain

regions in the service of WM performance. Increasing the

amount of information to be maintained led to a slowing of theta

frequency, consistent with the idea that longer duty cycles are

needed to accommodate additional items held in WM.
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Materials availability
This study did not generate new, unique reagents or materials.

Data and code availability
The analysis scripts & processed data are available at https://osf.io/ub9k6/.

All behavioural tasks were created and presented using Matlab 2016b1 and Psychtoolbox (Version 3.0.16).2,3 Analyses were con-

ductedwith customMatlab andR scripts (Version 3.4.3).4 EEG analyses were performedwith Fieldtrip functions (Version 20210308).5

Plots also made use of boundedline.6

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Thirty-three participants in total were tested. All participants gave written informed consent and all procedures were approved by the

University of Birmingham Ethics Committee. Participants were right-handed, aged between 18 and 35, and had no history of psy-

chological or neurological disorder. Data from two participants were removed for low behavioural performance (see ‘‘quantification

and statistical analysis’’ section for further detail). Data from a further three participants were removed due to poor EEG quality. All

analyses therefore focussed on the remaining 28 participants (18 female, mean age of 22.64 years, SD = 3.95, range = 18-33). This

sample size provides 80% power to detect a Cohen’s d effect size of >= 0.55. WM-induced FMT effects have been observed with

similar or smaller sample sizes (e.g.,47,73).

METHOD DETAILS

Procedure
Two behavioural tasks were employed in this experiment: a delayed-match-to-sample (DMS) task and an n-back task featuring two

levels of working memory load. Stimuli were 350x350 pixel colour images of one of three categories: object, face, or scene. There

were five unique stimuli from each category. The DMS task included all three categories, whereas the n-back task used only the ob-

ject and the scene stimuli. The additional category in the DMS task was included to facilitate alternative analyses outside the scope of

the results we report here. The stimuli were obtained from the BOSS74 and SUN75 online databases.

After EEG setup was complete, participants performed the first run of the DMS task. Within each run, each unique image (to-be-

compared to the probe) was presented six times. Across both runs of the DMS task, each stimulus was therefore presented 12 times.

Given the15unique stimuli presented, this resulted in a total of 180 trials across theDMS task. For each trial a randomly selected probe

image was presented. Following completion of the DMS task, participants completed the n-back task, which consisted of 12 blocks

(8x2-back; 4x1-back). Each block contained 36+n trials. At the beginning and the end of each of these blocks, a fixation cross was

present on the screen and participants were instructed to focus on the cross and to think of nothing in particular. This period served

as a cognitive baseline. A pre-stimulus fixation period was not employed during the task because in the n-back task trials were not

discrete. Specifically, any one item needed to be maintained from one trial to another and so there was no time at which participants
e1 Current Biology 32, 2121–2129.e1–e3, May 23, 2022
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were not required to hold stimulus content in WM. After completion of the n-back task, participants performed the second run of the

DMS task in which each stimulus was again presented six times in a random order. The two runs were performed before and after the

n-back task to account for any changes in the EEG signal across the recording session (e.g., signal drift).

Experimental design and statistical analysis
The experimental tasks are illustrated in Figure 1. In the Delayed-match-to-sample (DMS) task, participants were asked to focus on a

central fixation cross before an image of an object, scene, or face was presented forR750 ms. After a delay period ofR2500 ms, a

probe stimulus (randomly selected from the full stimulus set) was shown for R750 ms. In the subsequent response window, an ‘X’

was present on the screen for 750 ms and participants responded using either the left or right arrow key (counter-balanced across

participants) to indicate whether the probe’s identity was the same as the first image presented in the trial (i.e., whether it was a

‘match’ or ‘non-match’). In both cases, participants were required to make a response. Here and in the n-back task, identity refers

to the unique stimulus. Thus although stimuli of different categories were employed in both tasks, the category of any stimulus had no

bearing on the task the participant had been instructed to perform. The duration of the initial stimulus, delay period, and the probe

stimulus were all jittered so that trials lasted for the base duration plus 0, 50, 100, or 150 ms. Each trial’s temporal jitter was randomly

assigned ensuring that each jitter possibility (including no jitter) was equally represented in each block independent of category.

In the n-back task, participants were presented with an image of an object or a scene for R750 ms. An ‘X’ then appeared on the

screen for 750 ms during which participants were required to respond ‘match’ or ‘non-match’ with either the left or right arrow key

(counter-balanced across participants) to indicate whether the identity of stimulus just seenmatched that of the stimulus seen n trials

back. As before, identity here refers to a singular stimulus meaning that the category of a given stimulus (object/scene) was orthog-

onal to the task the participants were required to perform. A ‘+’ was then presented for R2500 ms. Participants were required to

maintain the relevant stimulus (1-back) or stimuli (2-back), so that they could make the n-back match/non-match judgement on

the following trial. The stimulus and delay periods were jittered by 0, 50, 100, or 150 ms. As with the DMS task, the possible jitter

options were balanced within blocks independent of stimulus category.

EEG setup and pre-processing
EEGdata were collected using a BioSemi systemwith 128 channels at a 1024Hz sampling rate. Data were re-referenced offline to the

average of the two mastoids. Eye blinks were removed from data using independent components analysis, as implemented by ‘run-

ica’ in Fieldtrip’s ft_componentanalysis. Consistently noisy channels were interpolated using a weighted average of neighbours. Data

were then high-pass filtered at 0.3 Hz prior to all other analyses.

Time-frequency calculations
Time-frequency spectra were calculated using Fieldtrip’s mtmconvol function. Power in frequencies from 2 to 10 Hz (0.5 Hz steps)

were computed across the delay period using a Hanning taper. Power was resolved in 50ms increments. Data were convolved with a

variable number of cycles per frequency band. Two cycles were used for frequencies 2-3.5 Hz; 3 cycles for 4-4.5 Hz; 4 cycles for

5-5.5 Hz; and 5 cycles for 6-10 Hz. These power values were averaged across the full delay period and compared between the

1-back task and the DMS task.

Following this analysis, we assessedwhether there was a difference in the FMT peak frequency for 1-back vs. 2-back tasks. To this

end, spectral power was calculated for all channels that were members of the frontal cluster previously identified. Power was

computed for frequencies between 4-8 Hz in 0.2 Hz increments across the full delay period for both conditions for each of these chan-

nels. For this analysis, power was calculated via Fieldtrip’smtmfft function. Power spectra from individual channels were then aver-

aged. Thus, for the resulting power spectrum of each participant and every trial, local maxima were identified (Matlab function find-

peaks). The frequency at which the most prominent of these peaks occurred was logged for every trial. These peak frequency values

were then separated into load conditions and averaged across trials. This value was obtained for each participant for 1-back and

2-back trials. Differences in theta peak frequency between the two load conditions were compared via a paired-samples t-test.

To obviate the possibility that any difference in these values reflects a shift in the slope of the 1/f component of the EEG signal,48

the IRASA method (Irregular Resampling Auto-Spectral Analysis49) was employed to remove the 1/f component from the signal.

Additionally, to ensure that this result was not a consequence of any volatility in single-trial power spectra, the analysis was also con-

ducted on smoothed frequency spectra. The spectra were smoothed prior to peak detection via a sliding mean average using the

Matlab function smoothdata. The degree of smoothing was varied between 2 and 5 elements (approximately 0.2-1.0 Hz window).

For all of the preceding peak-based analyses, a trial was discarded if no peak was detected in that trial. Less than 1% of trials

were discarded in all variations of this analysis (regardless of whether IRASA or smoothing was employed).

Classification
To decode object vs. scene representations during WMmaintenance, multivariate pattern analyses (MVPA) was performed with the

MVPA-light toolbox.76 To reduce computational time of classification, data were resampled to 200 Hz. Prior to classification, data in

the stimulus, response, and delay periods were smoothed with a running average (100 ms sliding window) and baseline-corrected to

the preceding 200 ms. Trials were averaged within exemplar stimuli, as this has been shown to improve decoding performance.77 In

order to maintain a reasonable trial count this was only done by a factor of �2. Trials of a given stimulus were randomly assigned to

pairs and averaged, resulting in a single trial with presumed higher signal-to-noise ratio. Remainder trials (in the case of odd trials)
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proceeded to classification unaveraged. For all classification analyses, linear discriminant analysis (LDA) was employed by taking the

voltage values of the EEG channels as features at every time point. Classification was performed on all trials using a k-fold cross-

validation procedure in which data were divided into 5 folds (4 training and 1 testing) in 5 iterations. This cross-validation procedure

was repeated 5 times. The accuracy values across folds and repetitions were averaged to produce the final classifier performance.

Decoding was conducted by training and testing classifiers on each time point of the task to generate a complete time by time tem-

poral generalisation matrix. To examine whether the stimulus period generalised to the delay period, this time by time matrix was

averaged across the training time dimension to the period when the stimulus was on the screen (0-750 ms), resulting in a time-series

of average classifier accuracy across the testing time dimension (the time axis of the delay period). To determinewhich channels were

most informative to correct classification, we implemented a searchlight approach in which, moving around the channel map of all

128 channels successively, an individual channel and its neighbours (radius = 0.10) were used to classify the data. The searchlight

varied in size based on the number of neighbours, but on average the searchlight constituted 5.7 channels. The resultant accuracy for

each of the searchlight centres was then tested against chance. Searchlight classification was performed by training and testing dur-

ing thewindow inwhich significant above-chance decoding was observed including all channels (860-1275ms into the delay period).

As mentioned in the Results section, when assessing stimulus-to-delay generalisation and when decoding with only those channels

that showed the coherence effect, accuracy values were again averaged across this previously defined temporal window of interest

(860-1275 ms). The result of these analyses remained the same when accuracies were averaged or corrected (via cluster-correction)

across the full delay period (See Table S1). Finally, we also confirmed stimulus decodability during the DMS task (See Figure S3).

Connectivity
To assess load-dependent changes in functional connectivity, cross-spectral densities were computed across the full time period via

the Fieldtrip function mtmconvol using the same settings as in the time-frequency decomposition described previously. Pairwise

channel coherence in the theta range (4-8 Hz) between channel Fz and every other channel was derived in the delay period of the

1-back task and the DMS task. Data from the DMS task were sub-sampled 10 times to accommodate the lower trial count in the

1-back condition.78 These sub-sampled coherence maps were averaged before condition contrasts. Note also that, the impact of

trial count on coherence precluded the use of the inter-block baseline periods as a comparator for 1-back trials, as there were

only 24 inter-block baseline periods. Coherence values were compared statistically between 1-back and DMS conditions via clus-

ter-based permutation tests in the time during the delay period where there was significant decoding above chance (860-1275ms).79

As noted in the Results section, coherence values from the 1-back task were also averaged across the full 2.5 seconds of the delay

period and compared to those from the DMS task.

To determine whether theta coherence was also greater in the 2-back task relative to the DMS task, coherence values were

compared with cluster correction (as described above), again averaging across the full delay period. Significant clusters emerged

when contrasting both the 1-back task and the 2-back task delay period with the DMS task, showing increased coherence over cen-

tral posterior channels. In order to assess whether there was a frequency shift between 1-back and 2-back tasks, coherence values

were averaged across channels which weremembers of both the 1-back and 2-back clusters (as depicted in Figure S4A). Coherence

values were further averaged over the full time delay period. Finally, coherence values from the 1-back task were subtracted from the

2-back task to reveal at which frequency in the theta band coherence was significantly greater in the 2-back task than in the 1-back

task. The resulting 2-back – 1-back difference in coherence was then subjected to a paired-samples t-test (See Figure S4B).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Subject exclusion criterion
Behavioural accuracywas calculated as the proportion of correct responses out of all trials. For outlier analysis, a composite score for

each participant was computed by taking the mean accuracy on all three tasks. Outliers were defined as any value more than 1.5

inter-quartile ranges below the lower quartile or above the upper quartile across all participants. As mentioned in the ‘‘experimental

model and subject details’’ section, this resulted in two participants being removed from subsequent analyses due to outlying low

behavioural accuracy.

Inferential statistics
An alpha level of 0.05 was used as the threshold for statistical significance and tests were conducted as 2-tailed. To control for mul-

tiple comparisons across dimensions when assessing load-dependent power changes (channel/ frequency/time) or when assessing

searchlight classification (channel/time), non-parametric cluster-based permutation testing was employed.79 Briefly, this is achieved

by first testing the spatio-spectro-temporal data via conventional statistics. Clusters are then formed where significant values are

adjacent in sensor space, frequency and time. A specific metric of this cluster, e.g. the sum of its t-values, can be compared to a

distribution of permuted cluster statistics to determine whether that cluster is statistically significant. This permutation testing was

based on themaximum sum of a cluster’s t-values, 500 permutations and at least three neighbouring channels constituting a cluster.

To control for multiple comparisons otherwise, the Holm correction was employed.80 Given the use of trial count-sensitive analyses

and the low number of incorrect trials, all trials were analysed tomaximise statistical power. Importantly, findingswere not dependent

on this error trial inclusion (see Figure S5). All statistical details are available in the body text of the Results section or in the relevant

figure legend. Statistical testing was done via Matlab1 and R (Version 3.4.3).4
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